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Abstract:‥ ‥ In‥Uji‥City,‥ now,‥we‥have‥been‥under‥ the‥ town‥
development‥ that‥utilizes‥historical‥elements.‥Such‥a‥plan‥has‥
become‥a‥major‥policy‥ of‥Uji‥City.‥There‥ are‥ some‥ reasons.‥
Cultural‥ properties‥ protection‥ section,‥ originally‥ a‥Board‥ of‥
Education‥belongs.‥Town‥planning‥department‥ has‥ been‥ in‥
charge‥ of‥ urban‥ development.‥Under‥ these‥ situations,‥ the‥
protection‥of‥cultural‥properties‥and‥the‥urban‥development‥are‥
separate‥as‥ institutions.‥But,‥actually,‥ the‥protection‥of‥cultural‥
properties‥ is‥not‥ independent‥of‥ the‥regional‥development.‥For‥
the‥sustainable‥development‥of‥ the‥region,‥ taking‥advantage‥of‥
cultural‥assets‥is‥essential‥matter.‥As‥for‥the‥excavation‥of‥Taiko-
Tutumi‥archaeological‥ site‥and‥ the‥challenges‥ for‥ the‥cultural‥
landscape,‥these‥idea‥have‥been‥shared‥between‥urban‥planning‥
department‥and‥cultural‥properties‥protection‥section,‥ that‥was‥
a‥chance‥ to‥promote‥ the‥city‥planning‥ that‥utilizes‥historical‥
elements.‥And‥the‥‘Planning’,‥it‥means‥to‥be‥achieved‥by‥sharing‥
these‥concepts.‥Therefore,‥ the‥ ‘Planning’‥should‥be‥required‥to‥
be‥easy‥to‥understand‥for‥many‥citizens.‥In‥Uji‥City,‥the‥history‥
and‥the‥cultural‥assets‥will‥make‥the‥plan‥as‥a‥major‥ idea‥that‥
they‥are‥essential‥legacies‥for‥the‥sustainable‥development‥of‥the‥
region.
図３. 史跡・文化的景観指定範囲と重点地区範囲
